Wow
How do I add a ‘wow factor’ to my assignments?

Scene 1
Have you ever watched a classmate’s presentation and thought ‘I wish I could do that.’
[Students watching presentation]

Scene 2
Well with a little help, you can!
[“You Can” appears in large letters]

Scene 3
Adding some eye-catching visual aids, such as graphics, videos or even music can really spice up a presentation or assignment, and keep your audience engaged.
[Rocket ship graphic, a video of an action scene and sound waves all appear]

Scene 4
We like to call these WOW factors – features that make people sit up and listen.
[‘WOW’ appears in large letters accompanied by a man holding his hand to his ear to indicate listening]

Scene 5
In the digital literacies module, you can find all the tools and resources you need to create a presentation that will have others saying ‘I wish I could do that’.
[Students watching presentation]